Clustering analysis is an important function of data mining. Various clustering methods are need for different domains and applications. A clustering algorithm for data mining based on swarm intelligence called Ant-Cluster is proposed in this paper. Ant-Cluster algorithm introduces the concept of multi-population of ants with different speed, and adopts fixed moving times method to deal with outliers and locked ant problem. Finally, we experiment on a telecom company's customer data set with SWARM, agent-based model simulation software, which is integrated in SIMiner, a data mining software system developed by our own studies based on swarm intelligence. The results illuminate that Ant-Cluster algorithm can get clustering results effectively without giving the number of clusters and have better performance than k-means algorithm.
Introduction
Clustering analysis is a kind of unsupervised learning method that groups a set of data objects into clusters. In these clusters, data objects are similar to one another within the same cluster and are dissimilar to the objects in other clusters [1] . Major clustering methods are classified into five categories, i.e. partitioning methods, hierarchical methods, density-based methods, grid-based methods, and model-based methods. Some clustering algorithms integrate the ideas of several clustering methods. But each kind of clustering methods has its own limitation. For example, k-means algorithm, a widely used partitioning method, is sensitive to the initial objects that can induce local optimum, and needs user to specify the number of clusters.
Swarm intelligence is a kind of evolutionary algorithm inspired by the behaviors of social animals. It has some advantages and characteristics, such as self-adaptation, self-government, and parallel computing, etc. It has been applied in the traveling salesman problem (TSP), quadratic assignment problem, graph coloring, job-shop scheduling, sequential ordering, and vehicle routing [2] . Some clustering algorithms for data mining based on swarm intelligence have also been proposed [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , which can solve some problems existing in other methods. For example, in these algorithms, the number of clusters need not to be specified by user, amount of calculation reduces due to calculating with local objects instead of all objects, and clusters with arbitrary shape can be discovered.
In this paper, we introduce a clustering algorithm based on a kind of swarm intelligence method inspired by the clustering of corpses and larval-sorting activities observed in real ant colonies [6] . Improving the existing algorithm, we present Ant-Cluster algorithm. In Ant-Cluster algorithm, multi-population of ants with different moving speed is introduced, which is firstly proposed by Lumer and Faieta [11] , and outlier objects are processed properly. We experiment on a telecom company's customer data set to evaluate the performance of Ant-Cluster algorithm. The result illuminates that Ant-Cluster algorithm is more effective than k-means algorithm when the numbers of clusters are same or similar.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces clustering algorithms based on swarm intelligence briefly and illuminates the parameters and symbols used in this paper. Section 3 discusses the Ant-Cluster algorithm and represents improvements. Section 4 reports experimental results of clustering with Ant-Cluster algorithm and compares Ant-Cluster algorithm with k-means algorithm. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and points out expectation for future research.
Clustering Algorithms Based on Swarm Intelligence
In existing research, there are two kinds of swarm intelligence methods used for clustering. One is ant colony optimization algorithm which is inspired by behaviors of 1-4244-0973-X/07/$25.00 ©2007 IEEEant colonies finding the shortest path between their nest and a food source [3] [4] [5] . The other is ant-based clustering inspired by the clustering of corpses and larval-sorting behaviors of real ant colonies [6] [7] [8] [9] . The second one is researched in this paper. This kind of method is briefly introduced as follows.
Ants are modeled by simple agents that randomly move in their environment, a 2-dimension grid with periodic boundary conditions. Data objects that are scattered within this environment can be picked up, transported and dropped by the agents. The picking and dropping operations are based on the similarity and density of data objects within the ants' local neighborhood: ants are likely to pick up data objects that are either isolated or surrounded by dissimilar; they tend to drop them in the vicinity of similar ones. In this way, clusters of data objects on the grid are obtained.
In this paper, we introduced the concept of multi-population of ants with different moving speed and processing method of outlier objects. Then the Ant-Cluster algorithm is proposed. The parameters and symbols used in this paper are illuminated as follows. 
Ant-Cluster algorithm
We proposed Ant-Cluster algorithm based on the existing research about ant-based clustering. The high-level description of Ant-Cluster algorithm is shown in Algorithm I.
ALGORITHM I: A High-Level Description of Ant-Cluster 
General Description of Ant-Cluster
In initialization phase, all parameters, including α, r, N, size, m p , v high , v low , v MAX , and l, are given values by user. Data objects and three populations of ants with different speed are placed in a 2-dimension grid randomly. There is only one data object and/or one ant in a grid at most. Initial state of each ant is set unloaded.
In each of outer loop iteration, i.e. while loop, all ants on the 2-dimension grid move one time. Each of interior loop iteration corresponds to the behavior of one ant. An ant moves one step on the 2-dimension grid randomly with different speed according to different population at a time. When it encounters a data object and its state is unloaded, the swarm similarity and picking-up probability are computed for deciding whether or not to pick up the date object. When it does not encounter a data object and its state is loaded, the moving times with the same data object is compared with l at first. If the ant has already moved with the same data object l times, the data object is dropped. Otherwise, the swarm similarity and dropping probability are computed for deciding whether or not to drop the date object.
The swarm similarity is computed by following formula: The swarm similarity is transformed to picking-up probability p p and dropping probability p d by following formulas respectively.
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Wherein, k 1 and k 2 are two threshold constants assigned by users.
Multi-population with Different Speed
In Ant-Cluster algorithm, the concept of multipopulation is introduced. Three populations of ants with different speed are adopted in this paper, i.e. high speed population, low speed population, and variable speed population. The speed is denoted with the length of one step which each ant moves at a time. Ants with high speed can make the algorithm converge more quickly. Ants with low speed can make clustering results more precise and subtle. Ants with variable speed can detect its neighborhood and then decide its speed according to the following formula. where p x is picking-up probability p p or dropping probability p d . p r is a random probability. v MAX is the maximal speed given by users.
Outlier Processing
In data sets, there are some special objects called outliers, such as noise, exceptional cases, or incomplete data objects. These objects may confuse the clustering process due to their dissimilarity with others. An outlier is hardly to be dropped once it has been loaded by an ant. This ant is "locked" in a manner and can not take part in the algorithm effectively. With increasing of locked ants, convergence of algorithm will slow down. To solve this problem, we adopt a method that if an ant has already loaded an object more than l steps, the ant will drop its load. The threshold l is assigned by users.
Experimental Results
In this section, we experiment on a telecom company's customer data set, comprising 2669 cases of customers, to verify the performance of Ant-Cluster algorithm. The algorithm is implemented with SWARM, agent-based model simulation software, which is integrated in SIMiner, a data mining software system developed by our own studies based on swarm intelligence. The data set includes following attributes. Swarm similarity coefficient is α=12~14, observing radius is r =10, the maximum of cycle time is N=8000, the size of the 2-dimension grid is size =160×160, the number of ants in each population is m p =100, threshold constants are k 1 =0.1 and k 2 =0.15, the speed of high speed population is v high =5, the speed of low speed population is v low =1, the maximal speed in variable speed population is v MAX =20, and the threshold of locked ant moving time is l=50.
Clustering result is illuminated in figure 1 .
In figure 1 , each cluster figures one customer cluster. Objects in a cluster have some common characteristics and these characteristics can be obtained by comparing distribution of an attribute value in the whole data set with the one in a certain cluster. For example, figure 2 and 3 illuminate distribution of domestic call time attribute in the whole customer data set and in a certain customer cluster respectively. As is shown in figure 3 , domestic call time in this cluster is longer than that in all customer data set shown in figure 2 . Therefore, we can draw a conclusion that higher domestic call time is one of characteristics of this cluster. Appropriate marketing strategies should be made according to this result. Figure 4 shows the average value of Domestic_dur in each cluster obtained with Ant-Cluster algorithm. For comparing, we implemented the k-means algorithm. The average value of Domestic_dur in each cluster obtained with k-means algorithm (k=19) is shown in figure 5 .
In figure 4 , the Ant-Cluster algorithm has obtained six clusters which average value of Domestic_dur are more than 300, namely 2, 9, 13, 4, 8, and 11. The k-means algorithm has only discovered two clusters which average value of Domestic_dur are more than 300, namely 2 and 3. We can conclude that Ant-Cluster algorithm is more effective than k-means algorithm for discovering clusters which have distinct characteristics when the numbers of clusters are same or similar. 
Conclusions
This paper has proposed a clustering algorithm for data mining based on swarm intelligence called Ant-Cluster. In Ant-Cluster algorithm, multi-population with different speed is introduced, and fixed moving times method is adopted to deal with outliers and locked ant problem. SWARM, agent-based model simulation software, is applied to evaluate the performance of Ant-Cluster algorithm by experimenting on a telecom company's customer data set. The results illuminate that the algorithm proposed in this paper can obtain clustering results effectively without giving the number of clusters and have better performance than k-means algorithm.
In the future research, other kinds of methods for computing picking-up probability p p and dropping probability p d should be investigated to enhance efficiency of Ant-Cluster algorithm.
